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Conditions are found under which a general product of two finitely presented
monoids is itself finitely presented. Presentations in terms of the presentations of
the factors are given, subject to these conditions. Q 1998 Academic Press
Presentations of monoids are of great practical and theoretical impor-
tance. So, given a ``recipe'' for constructing a monoid from one or more
monoids, it is natural to ask for a recipe that gives a presentation for the
constructed monoid from presentations of the ``ingredients.'' This philoso-
w xphy lies behind a recent article of Howie and Ruskuc 1 , and alsoÏ
w xmotivates much of Ruskuc's thesis 6 . The recipe considered in theÏ
present work is that of general product.
General products arise in group theory when a group factors into two,
not necessarily normal, subgroups. The first article relating to this seems
w xto be B. H. Neumann's article 5 of 1935. The concept of general product
for semigroups was introduced by M. Kunze, who investigated their role in
w x w xthe theory of transformation monoids 4 and also in automata theory 3 .
The main results in this article give conditions under which a presenta-
tion for a general product of two finitely presented monoids is itself
finitely presented. Explicit presentations are given, subject to the condi-
tions holding.
Two examples that illustrate the theoretical results are included. The
w xfirst is a short proof of the presentation, given in 1 , for a Bruck]Reilly
extension of a finitely presented monoid. The second example is an
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1. GENERAL PRODUCTS
Suppose that A and X are semigroups, with mappings -: X = A ª X]
and - : X = A ª A such that, for all a, b g A and for all x, y g X,]
bab. ax s x -is a right action of A on X , P1 .  .  .]
xy sx ya - is a left action of X on A , P2 .  .  .  .a ]
a y a axy s x y , P3 .  .
x ab sxa x
a
b. P4 .  .
 . 4Then a, x N a g A, x g X endowed with the binary operation
 .  .  x b . w x 1a, x ( b, y s a b, x y is a semigroup 3 , called a general product of A
and X, and denoted by A m X. If each element of X fixes every element
of A, A m X is a semidirect product of A and X. If each element of A
fixes X pointwise, then A m X is a reverse semidirect product. A reverse
semidirect product that is also a semidirect product is a direct product.
If A and X are monoids, with identity elements 1 and 1 , respectively,A X
and if for all a g A, x g X,
a
1 s 1 , P5 .  .X X
x 1 s 1 , P6 .  .A A
x 1A. s x , P7 .
1 X .a s a, P8 .
w x  .then A m X is also a monoid 3 , with identity element 1 , 1 . If A andA X
2  .X are groups, then so is their product, the inverse of a, x being
 y1 .  y1 .1 , x ( a , 1 .A X
Suppose that B and Y are submonoids of a monoid M, and each
element m g M decomposes uniquely as m s by, where b g B, y g Y.
Then actions of B on Y and of Y on B may be defined as follows: if
c g B and z g Y, zc s by for unique b g B, y g Y, so put z c s y and
z  .c s b. Let x, y g Y, a g B. By associativity, xy a may be decomposed in
two ways,
a x y .xy a s a xy , .  .
1 General products are also referred to as Zappa products and Zappa]Redei products. InÂ
w x4 , Kunze uses the term bilateral semidirect product.
2 Kunze attributes this observation to G. Zappa, who seems to have been the first to isolate
 .  .axioms P1 ] P4 .
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and
x ya s x yay a .  .
sx ya xy a y a . .
 .  .Comparing these, P2 and P3 are seen to hold. Similar arguments show
 .that the other axioms, too, are satisfied, so M is isomorphic to a general
product of B and Y. Thus a group G is a general product of its subgroups
 4 H and K if G s HK and H l K s 1 . This was Neumann's original
.definition of the general product for groups.
2. PRESENTATIONS OF GENERAL PRODUCTS
 .Denote by A* the free monoid on a set A called an alphabet . A
 :monoid presentation is a pair A N P , where A is a set and P is a subset of
 : A* = A*. To say that M ``has the presentation A N P '' which is usually
 : .abbreviated to ``M ( A N P '' means that M ( A*r; , where ; isP P
w xthe congruence on A* generated by P. For x g A*, x denotes the
; -class in which x lies. Finite presentations occur when both A and PP
 .are finite. In practice, a relation `` p, q '' will often be written as ``p s q,''
and an alphabet will be written as a list rather than a set.
By choosing a distinguished element of A* for each ; congruenceP
class, a set, W , of normal forms for M is obtained. A normal formM
function takes a word in A* to the unique element of W to which it isM
congruent.
 :  :Suppose that S and T have the presentations A N P and B N Q . If a
general product S m T exists, then the action of S on T induces an action
of A*r; on B*r; , and vice versa. With these actions, A*r; mP Q P
B*r; exists and is isomorphic to S m T.Q
Let W be a set of normal forms for S, and let m: A* ª W be aS S
normal form function. Also, let W be a set of normal forms for T , withT
normal form function n .
Let x g A*, and let y g B*. By y x is meant the congruence class
w xw x x yrepresentative, in W , of y . By x is meant the congruence classT w y xw xrepresentative, in W , of x . For X : A*, Y : B*, putS
X  x 4Y s y N x g X , y g Y ,
and define YX analogously. Note that Y X : W and YX : W .T S
 4With S and T as in the previous text, set A s Am s am N a g A , and,1
for i G 2,
A sBA j A .i iy1 iy1
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 .The orbit chain of A under B is the system A , for which,i iG1
A : A : ??? .1 2
The orbit chain is said to terminate if A s A for some l, and the lengthl lq1
of the orbit chain is the least l for which this is so. The set of le¨el i chain
relations is
R s ba, baba N a g A , b g Bn . . 4i i
The whole set of chain relations is
`
R s R .D` i
is1
 :  :THEOREM 1. Suppose S ( A N P and T ( B N Q act on each other,
permitting the formation of a general product. Then
 :S m T ( A j B N P j Q j R .`
 4Proof. The method of proof will be to show that st N s g W , t g W isS T
a set of normal forms for S m T. Write ; as ; .P j Q j R`
Suppose a g A, ¨ s b b ??? b g B*. Then1 2 r
¨a ; b b ??? b b n am .1 2 ry1 r
; b b ??? b br ab a using R , because am g A , b g B .1 2 ry1 r ` 1 r
; b b ??? b bry 1 br a b
bra b a using R , because br a g A .  .1 2 ry2 ry1 r ` 2
...
; u¨ 9,
for some u g A : A and ¨ 9 g B*. It follows, by an inductive argument,r l
that if u g A*, ¨ g B*, then ¨u ; u9¨ 9 for some u9 g A*, ¨ 9 g B*.
 .Another induction shows that for any w g A j B *, w ; pq, where
p g A*, q g B*. Now using the relations P and Q, p is equivalent to an
element of W , and q is equivalent to an element of W .S T
 .Define u : A j B ª A*r; m B*r; byP Q
w xx , 1 if x g A , .
xu s  w x1, x if x g B. .
The images of the elements of A j B satisfy the relations P j Q j R , so`
 :u induces a homomorphism Q: A j B N P j Q j R ª A*r; m` P
B*r; .Q
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If w ; st, where s g W , t g W , thenS T
w x w xw Q s st Q .
w x w xs s Q t Q
w x w xs s , 1 ( 1, t .  .
w x w xs s , t . .
If w ; s t and w ; s t , then1 1 1 2 2 2
w x w x w x w x w x w xw Q s w Q m s , t s s , t .  .1 2 1 1 2 2
w x w x w x w xm s s s and t s t1 2 1 2
w x w xm w s w .1 2
 . w x w x. w xSo Q is injective. For any s, t g W = W , s , t s st Q, so Q isS T
surjective.
If an orbit chain terminates and is of length l, then the corresponding
whole set of chain relations can be obtained as
R s R j R j ??? j R .` 1 2 l
In this way, the next theorem is a corollary of Theorem 1.
 :  :THEOREM 2. Suppose S ( A N P and T ( B N Q act on each other,
permitting the formation of a general product, and that the orbit chain of A
under B is of length l. Then
 :S m T ( A j B N P j Q j R .l
COROLLARY 1. Any general product of a finitely presented monoid with a
finite monoid is finitely presented.
3  :  :COROLLARY 2 . If S ( A N P and T ( B N Q and a semidirect
product S i T exists, then
 a :S i T ( A j B N P j Q j ba, ab N a g A , b g B . 4 .
It sometimes happens that the whole set of chain relations is a conse-
quence of the level 1 chain relations. The orbit chain A : A : ??? is1 2
amenable if, for all i,
P j Q j R « R .i iq1
The following result is a consequence of Theorem 1.
3 w xCompare with Theorem 1 in Chapter 13 of 2 .
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 :  :THEOREM 3. If the monoids S ( A N P and T ( B N Q act on each
other, permitting the formation of a product S m T , and if the orbit chain of
one set of generators under the action of the other is amenable, then
 b a :S m T ( A j B N P j Q j ba, ab N a g A , b g B . . 4
3. THE BRUCK]REILLY EXTENSION OF A MONOID
Take a monoid S and an endomorphism, u , of it. The Bruck]Reilly
 .  .extension BR S, u consists of triples k, s, m , where k and l are natural
 .numbers possibly zero and s g S. The rule for multiplying triples is
k , s, m ? l , t , n s k y m q g , su gymtu gy l , n y l q g , .  .  .
 0where g is the greater of l and m. By u is meant the identity endomor-
.phism.
w x  .Kunze 3 points out that BR S, u can be realized as a general product,
as follows. Denote by N the natural numbers under addition. A semidirect
product, N i S, can be formed that has the following multiplication,
k , s ? l , t s k q l , su l t . .  .  . .
 . m .  gy l.  l, s.Define, for m g N and l, s g N i S, l, s s g y m, su and m
s g y l, where g is the greater of m and l. These mappings allow the
 .formation of a general product N i S m N. Elements of this product are
w . x  .pairs k, s , m , where k, s g N i S and m g N, and the composition
rule is
m  l , t .k , s , m ( l , t , n s k , s ? l , t , m q n .  .  .  . .
gy ls k , s ? g y m , tu , n y l q g .  . .
gym gyls k y m q g , su tu , n y l q g , .
where again g is the greater of m and l. If the inner brackets are ignored,
 .then this is just the multiplication in BR S, u .
 :Suppose that S has the presentation A N P , and identify S with its
presentation to the extent that u can be thought of as acting on A*r; .P
 :The natural numbers under addition have the presentation x N B , so, by
Corollary 2,
 :N i S ( A , x N P , ax s xau for all a g A .
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 :Now take N ( y N B , so y represents 1 g N. The generator a in the
 .earlier presentation for N i S represents 0, a and
0, 1 , 1 ( 0, a , 0 s 0, au , 1 s 0, au , 0 ( 0, 1 , 1 . .  .  .  .  .S S
Therefore, with a suitable choice of normal forms, ya s au y, whence
a  y . y xy s y and a s au . A similar calculation shows that x s y s e , the
empty word. Because the empty word represents 0 g N, which is fixed
 4  4under the action of N i S, the orbit chain of y under A j x is
 4  4y ; y, e .
It now follows, using Theorem 2, that
 :BR S, u ( A , x , y N P , yx s e , ax s xau , ya s ayu for all a g A , .
w x w xwhich is the presentation obtained in 1 and 6 .
4. THE SYMMETRIC GROUPS
Theorem 3 can be used to prove by induction a well-known4 presenta-
tion for the symmetric group Sym .n
THEOREM 4. The group of permutations of an n-element set has the
presentation,
 :Sym ( s , . . . , s N I j B ,n 1 ny1 n n
where I is the set of relations,n
2  4s s 1 for i g 1, 2, . . . , n y 1 ,i
and B is the set of relations,n
 4s s s s s s s if i g 1, 2, . . . , n y 2 ,i iq1 i iq1 i iq1
< < 4s s s s s if i , j g 1, 2, . . . , n y 1 and i y j G 2.i j j i
 .Under the isomorphism, s is taken to the transposition i i q 1 .i
w xIt follows from a result of B. H. Neumann 5 that Sym is a product ofn
its largest subgroup fixing n, which is isomorphic to Sym , and theny1
 .subgroup generated by 1 2 ??? n , which is isomorphic to the n-element
 .yrcyclic group, Cyc . Indeed, if u g Sym takes n to r, then u 1 2 ??? nn n
fixes n. The inductive hypothesis is that
 :Sym ( s , . . . , s N I j Bny1 1 ny2 ny1 ny1
4 w xA proof of this presentation is given in Johnson's book 2 .
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 .under the isomorphism induced by s ¬ i i q 1 , so thati
 :  :Sym ( s , . . . , s N I j B m g N C ,n 1 ny2 ny1 ny1
C being the relation g n s 1. It is convenient to denote s s ??? s by a1 2 m m
and s ??? s s by v .m 2 1 m
LEMMA 1. The orbit chain of Sym under the action of Cyc isny1 n
 4  4  4s , . . . , s ; s , . . . , s , a ; s , . . . , s , a , v .1 ny2 1 ny2 ny2 1 ny2 ny2 ny2
Proof. Consider the product of permutations,
1 2 ??? n 1 2 .  .
s 1 2 3 ??? n .  .
2s 1 n y 1 ??? 3 2 1 2 ??? n .  .
2s 1 2 2 3 ??? n y 2 n y 1 1 2 ??? n . .  .  .  .
For i ) 1,
1 2 ??? n i i q 1 s 1 2 ??? i y 1 i q 1 i q 2 ??? n .  .  .
s i y 1 i 1 2 ??? n . .  .
g So, with an appropriate choice of normal form function: s s a and1 ns2
s1 2 . g  s i .g s g ; and s s s and g s g . Thus the second level of thei iy1
orbit chain differs from the first only by the addition of a . Calculationsny2
g  any 2 ny1.similar to those in the previous text give: a s v and g s g ;ny2 ny2
vg 2ny 2 .and v s s and g s g .ny2 ny2
LEMMA 2. The orbit chain is amenable.
Proof. The level one orbit chain relations are
gs s s g for i s 2, 3, . . . , n y 2,i iy1
R .12gs s a g .1 ny2
The extra relations for the second and third levels are
ga s v g ny1 , R2 .ny2 ny2
gv s s g 2 . R3 .ny2 ny2
Simple calculations show that I j R j R2 « R3 and I j B jny2 1 ny1 ny1
C j R « R2.1
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By Theorem 3 and Lemma 2,
 :Sym ( s , . . . , s , g N I j B j C j R .n 1 ny2 ny1 ny1 1
The presentation in Theorem 4 is obtained from this presentation by
Tietze transformations that are justified by the next two lemmas.
LEMMA 3. Put s s gs s ??? s and suppose that I , B , C,ny1 1 2 ny2 ny1 ny1
and R hold. Then s 2 s 1, s s s s s for i - n y 2, and1 ny1 ny1 i i ny1
s s s s s s s .ny1 ny2 ny1 ny2 ny1 ny2
LEMMA 4. Suppose that I and B hold, and put g s s s ??? s .n n ny1 ny2 1
Then C and R hold.1
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